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Situation in the U.S.: Likely to Be the Worst
Recession of the Post-WWII Era

The “Liquidity Crisis” of 2007-2009
• Bad time to be unemployed:	

– The businesses that should be growing cannot raise capital on terms
that make expansion profitable: Hence they are not expanding…	

– But the businesses that should be shrinking are still shrinking…	

– Hence recession…	


• Bad time to be a macroeconomic theorist	

– Intermediate textbooks no help…	

– Intro textbooks even less help…	

– Graduate reading lists not much help…

A Non-Standard Recession
• Standard recessions:	

–
–
–
–

Triggered by central banks…	

That shift objectives…	

And make price stability the highest priority…	

“Take away the punchbowl” recessions…	


• But this is not one of those recessions:	

– 2001-2003 was similar…	

– An asset price collapse recession…	

– Businesses that ought to be expanding cannot get financing…	

• Multipliers…

Theory of Little Use, So Let Us Turn to
History: 1844

Where Does This “Business Cycle”
Come From?
•

Pre-1830: No industrial business cycles:	

–
–
–
–

•

Public finance crashes…	

War and embargo-related commercial crises…	

Occasional episodes of contagion and bankruptcy…	

But no industrial business cycles…	


By 1844: Industrial business cycles	

– The 1844 debate over the renewal of the charter of the Bank of England	

• The original “too big to fail” entity: the bank for the British Empire	

• The developing custom of the Bank of England serving as “lender of last resort”	


– Prime Minister Sir Robert Peel	

•
•
•
•

A very British resolution of the dilemma…	

It should be illegal for the Bank of England to support the market in a financial crisis…	

But if it does--well, then we will not prosecute…	

Thus the existence of a lender of last resort should always be doubted in advance, but the
lender of last resort should always arrive when necessary…	

• This is a very neat trick, as my old teacher Charlie Kindleberger used to say…

What Is Going on Here?
•

J.R. McCulloch:	

– I can teach a parrot to be a
plausible political economist…	

– Simply teach it to say “supply
and demand”…	


•

At the level of the economy as a
whole:	

– The capital stock of the
economy…	

– The savers…	

• Greed…	

• Fear…	


•

Produces a market price for
“risky” assets…

Before 1800 or so…
•
•
•
•
•

Then a sudden fall in demand for
risky assets…	

Would produce a sudden fall in
commerce--in the amount of risky
assets…	

Goods would be unloaded from the
ships and sold in the marketplace…	

Hence no big fall in the price of
risky assets…	

Hence businesses that ought to be
expanding would still be able to
expand--would still be able to get
financing on reasonable terms…

Today things are very different…
•

A fall in risk tolerance drops the prices of
risky assets:	

–
–
–

•

You cannot unbuild buildings and get the
resources back…	

You cannot take apart organizations and
get the resources back…	

You cannot unmake the international
division of labor and get the resources
back…	


But why would we--at least, those of us
who are not large-scale savers, investors,
and financiers--care?	

–
–
–

Because when the prices of risky assets
are low, businesses that could expand
don’t because they cannot get financing…	

But businesses that are failing still
contract…	

Hence the danger of depression and mass
unemployment…

What to Do?
A Financial Malady: Diagnosis
• Causes:	

–
–
–
–

Capital impairment--limits to arbitrage…	

Increase in fundamental risk…	

Irrational pessimism…	

Previous irrational exuberance--and capital accumulation	


• The problem is that there is not enough “cash” out there:	

– Not enough assets of low duration and certain value…	

– That shortage is what causes the crash of risky asset prices…	

– The crash of risky asset prices is greatly disproportionate to any
“fundamental” imbalances…	


• So a standard set of steps to attempt as a cure…

What to Do?
A Financial Malady: Cure
• The Four-Step Program:	

– Reassure…	

– Reduce the duration premium…	

– Shift tail risk onto the government’s shoulders…	

– Recapitalize the banking system	


• Seek minimal effective interventions…	

• Hasn’t worked, so on to steps five through seven:	

– Massive purchases by the government of risky assets…	

– Temporary nationalization of the banking system…	

– Government spending--government as the demander of last resort…

Will It Work?
• Almost surely:	

– We face no insurmountable technocratic problems of policy design…	


• But we do face political and intellectual problems…	

• Political problems:	

– Germany…	

– America’s Republican Party…	


• Hard to believe that they will block action…	

• In fact, hard to believe that they exist:	

– But they are backed up by an intellectual movement…

The Marx-Hoover-Hayek Axis

What To Do in a Financial Crisis:
Teams 1, 2, and 3
Team 1: Marx-Mellon Team 2: Peel-Geithner

Team 3: Keynes

Marx-Hoover-Hayek:
Fundamental Imbalances Cannot Be Resolved by
Financial Manipulations
•

The critique back in 1848: Marx:	

–
–
–

•

The critique in the 1930s: Herbert Hoover and Friedrich Hayek say:	

–
–
–

–

•

You can’t solve a real-side problem--overinvestment, etc.--with financial manipulation…	

“Peel himself has been apotheosized in the most exaggerated fashion... a massive accumulation of
commonplaces, skillfully interspersed with a large amount of statistical data…”	

Full communism the only answer…	

Treasury Secretary Andrew Mellon… felt that government must keep its hands off and let the slump liquidate
itself…	

“Liquidate labor, liquidate stocks, liquidate the farmers, liquidate real estate”… 	

Even a panic was not altogether a bad thing. [Mellon] said: “It will purge the rottenness out of the system. High
costs of living and high living will come down. People will work harder, live a more moral life. Values will be
adjusted, and enterprising people will pick up the wrecks from less competent people”…	

Solution? Wait it out; the capital stock of the global economy has to fall, and anything that interferes with that
fall simply makes matters worse--worse in the long run, if not in the short run…	


The critique today:	

–
–

John Cochrane: “We should have a recession…. People who spend their lives pounding nails in Nevada need
something else to do…”	

Larry White: “unfortunate policies… Federal Reserve credit expansion… mandates and subsidies to write riskier
mortgages…”

The “Austrian” Story in a Nutshell

Who Today Is on Teams 1 and 2?
• A surprisingly large number of people today on the Marx-Mellon Team
1:	

– On the right, John Cochrane, Casey Mulligan…	

– On the left, Dean Baker and all those who, in Martin Wolf’s words, regard
what is going on as primarily a morality play--as a matter of sin, judgment,
and punishment…	


• Team 2 has run out of ammunition…	

– This happened before in the Great Depression…	

– This happened before in Japan in the 1990s…	

– That is it: elsewhere and elsewhen standard central bank open market
operations have proved to be sufficient--or we think they would have been
sufficient had they been undertaken on a large enough scale…

Team 3: A Financial Malady, But Not
Necessarily a Financial Cure
• The problem: supply-demand imbalance producing low
transaction prices for financial assets:	

– Relative to norms.	

– Relative to what is thought to be necessary for full or normal
employment.	


• Four reasons for low transaction prices:	

– Default discount. 	

– Duration discount.	

– Risk discount (even if your counterparty performs, what is it
worth?).	

– Information discount (adverse selection plus “black swans).

Some Numbers…
•
•
•
•

$80 trillion of global financial assets a year and a half ago.	

$60 trillion of global financial assets today.	

Default, duration, risk, and information discounts.	

Default discounts:	

– A $2 trillion increase from mortgages.	

– A $4 trillion increase from other forecast recession losses.	


•

Duration discounts:	

– A -$3 trillion move by central banks.	

– What monetarist theories said you should do.	


•

Risk and information:	

– A +$17 trillion increase in the risk plus information discounts.

Dealing with Financial Crises: What Team 3
Has Tried
•

Running through the standard and non-standard monetary policy options:	

–
–
–
–

•

Duration discount: conventional open -operations.	

Default discount: guarantees and nationalizations.	

Risk discount: guarantee and buy up risky assets; banking-sector involuntary recapitalization…	

Information discount…	


Has not worked—or has not worked well enough:	

–
–
–

Differences from the Great Depression experience.	

Acting on the duration discount is easy—or, rather, used to be easy in a world of reserve
requirements and Regulation Q.	

Acting on the default discount has problems:	

•
•
•

–

Moral hazard.	

Political optical considerations.	

Lehman Brothers	


Acting on the risk discount has more problems:	

•
•
•
•

Scale of operations.	

Role of mark-to-market accounting.	

Interaction with moral hazard policy.	

Lehman Brothers once again.

Dealing with Financial Crises: What Team 3
Could Still Try
•

Monetary and financial institutions policy:	

–

On the default discount:	

•
•

–

On the information discount:	

•
•

–

Nationalizations of “bad banks.”	

Associated political risks.	

Price discovery.	

GSEs and Treasuries make a market.	


On the risk discount:	

•

The scale of operations.	


•
•
•

GSEs.	

Directives to private banks.	

Temporary nationalizations of good banks that are too big to fail: Swedish model.	


–

–
–

The LORD help the Assistant Secretary of the Treasury for Financial Institutions Policy.	

Risks:	

•
•
•
•

•

Until the government’s status as safe debtor cracks.	


Ineptitude	

Corruption	

Lemon socialism	

Inflationary unwinding	


Fiscal policy.	

–

Risks	

•

Crowding out from fiscal policy: it is not 1933; there is still a lot of gross and even net private investment out there to be discouraged.

After This Crisis: Regulatory
Solutions
•

Dealing with regulatory arbitrage:	

–
–

•

Structuring the governance of financial institutions:	

–
–
–
–

•

Quis custodiet ipsos custodes?	

Partnerships vs. corporations.	

Equity vs. option stakes.	

Size: walking the trading floor.	


Mobilizing the risk-bearing capacity of society:	

–

•

If you borrow short and lend long and risky, you are a bank--and need to be regulated like a
bank.	

Federal Reserve soundness vs. SEC level playing field regulation.	


Even in late 2006, risk premia were absurdly high from a CCAPM point of view.	


Formalizing the lender-of-last-resort role:	

–
–
–

Must never be relied on.	

Must always appear.	

Rescuing counterparties and creditors while punishing shareholders and optionholders appears to
have significant unforeseen (at least by me) risks.

A Framework: Supply and Demand
for Financial Assets

Stage I Policy: Interrupt the Crash
•
•
•
•

Crash caused by fear of illiquidity…	

Provide ample liquidity and the crash
won’t happen…	

Repo operations so that nobody gets
caught in a liquidity squeeze…	

And if that doesn’t work?	

–
–

Not a liquidity but a solvency problem…	

Banks have short-term assets and longterm liabilities	

•
•

•
•
•

Duration and risk mismatch…	

Bagehot-style repos may not help…	


Then risky asset prices remain low…	

And businesses cannot finance expansion
on reasonable terms…	

And so the danger of a depression
remains…

Stage II Policy: Push Down Safe
Rates
•
•

Conventional open-market operations
will raise safe asset prices…	

And the rising tide will lift risky asset
prices as well:	

–
–
–

•

And if that doesn’t work?	

–
–

•

Bank balance sheets improve…	

The fear of bankruptcy will recede…	

And businesses will be able to finance
expansion…	

Open-market operations can only boost
safe asset prices so far	

At the limit, OMOs are simply the
exchange of one par-valued government
asset for another…	


Then the danger of a depression
remains…

Stage III Policy: Transform Risky
Assets into Safe Ones
•

The Paulson Plan	


•

Government assumes the risk--and shrinks the
supply of risky assets…	


•

So the prices of risky assets rise…	

–
–
–

•

And if that doesn’t work?	

–
–
–
–

•

Bank balance sheets improve	

The fear of bankruptcy will recede…	

And businesses will be able to finance
expansion…	

Buying up risky assets is expensive…	

Buying up risky assets without overpaying is
very hard…	

May not be able to sell this socialization of risk
politically	

May not be wise to sell this socialization of risk	


Then the danger of a depression remains…

Stage IV Policy: Recapitalize the
Banking System
•

Feed capital to the banks so that nobody
believes that they will possibly go bankrupt…	


•

Tell banks to take their new capital and use it
to expand--not contract their risky asset
positions…	


•

So the prices of risky assets rise…	

–
–
–

•

Bank balance sheets improve	

The fear of bankruptcy will recede…	

And businesses will be able to finance
expansion…	


But:	

–
–
–
–

Government takeover of high finance…	

Terms of reprivatization?…	

Risk of creating large-scale zombie banks…	

Risk that banks may not trust their guarantee…	

•

•

Lehman bankruptcy…	


Then the danger of a depression remains…

Stage V Policy: Abandon the Focus
on the Banking System
•

Recognize that--given the current
exceptionally low risk tolerance of the
market--t risky asset prices will remain low for
a long time to come	


•

Recognize that private business investment
will not be a principal source of demand for
some time to come…	


•

Rely on government spending to keep the
economy near full employment…	


•

In this case, government spending on
infrastructure…	


•

And government spending on aid to state and
local governments

Types of “Illiquidity”
•

Default discount:	

– Due to excessive quantity past investment (driven by “irrational exuberance”).	

– Due to deficient present aggregate demand.	


•

Duration discount:	

– Due to excessive past investment in long-lived capital.	

– Due to monet ary contraction or other cause of deficient quantity of short-run assets	


•

Risk discount:	

– Recognition that there is no other solvent party holding the lower tail. 	

– Undercapitalize banking system.	

– Panic.	


•

Information discount:	

– The only individual assets on offer are thought to be unrepresentative of their class—
adversely selected.	

– “Black swans” and other model-breaking events.	


•

Vicious circles

